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Swami: What you're doing today now? You not hearing me
properly?
Philip: You mean what am I doing today? I wasn't sure how to
answer the question. We're working on the Jesus book. We're going
to listen to your revelations about the life of Jesus.
Swami: Is it recording properly? Is it recording properly?
Philip: Yeah. Oh thank you (to Monika L) you figured out which one
it was, very good.
Swami: Oh you scared first thing in my life Monika L?
Philip: It's interesting, you knew something wasn't recording
though.
Swami: Well, today we are going to start about the Jesus book. In
the world nobody have this messages. It's really unbelievable and we
have a lot of proofs how he traveled in India and a lot of from the
saints. There is many, many, experiences from the saints. Right now
I'm going to talk about the Jesus, when he is in India. What type of
powers he have, what type of powers he winned in his life… The
Jesus, he came to India approximate around twenty years to twentysix years old. What about what they wrote in their book?
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Philip: They said that he came to India when he was fourteen.
Swami: Fourteen?
Philip: Fourteen and then came again after his resurrection.
Monika L: Fourteen to thirty. Then they say he died at thirty-three,
then came…traveled back again to India.
Philip: Traveled sixteen years and then came back to India.
Swami: Ok, whatever I heard information I will share with you.
Philip: They are guessing of course.
Swami: But it is… I have the palm leaves book - it is there. One of
they wrote clearly. But some hundreds of years back they wrote and
they also copied from another book what I saw from one of my friend
saint - I saw his book. No problem. Are you ready to write madam?
Monika L: Um-hum.
Swami: We saw first beginning, in the universe - he's the number
one masters - he's the number one master to connect to the whole
universe. He have the direct channel in the universe. He can connect
any soul, any point, anywhere - very easily. That's, are all techniques
he learned in India through his greatest hard work by help of the
many, many, saints in this India. Especially we can find a greatness
in the Jesus, he is the topest healer - he's the masters of the healer.
What we say that?
Monika L: Master of healing?
Swami: He's the master of the healing. He is only one of the topest
guy on the healing process. He can give the healing right away immediately. He can give the answers from the cosmic. He is going
to protect all his students from the cosmic - very easily. When he is
in India, he practiced sixteen type of the powers. That is number one,
Pancha Tantra
Monika L: Can you say that again?
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Swami: Pancha Tantra, Pranic Tantra - that is the two Tantric
Vidyas. He learned in his life two Tantric Vidyas. In the universe,
only that two persons only have that, one is Shirdi Baba, another one
is the Jesus. Third one is Veda Tatwa, fourth one is Atma Yoga
Tatwa, fifth one is Atma Kandana, sixth one is Parakaya, seventh
one Vivya Karsha, eighth one Vivya Vikarsha, ninth one Atma
Sandana, tenth one Amrutha Vidya, eleventh one Jala Vidya, twelth
one Agni Vidya, thirteenth one Asta Siddhi, fourteenth one Jiva prani
daksha vidya, fifteenth one Pranaki Datta Vidya, sixteenth one
Sanjivani Vidya. You got it: Can you repeat?
Monika L: (she repeats all)
Swami: Great. In the universe, even if you see the Vedas, if you study
any type of the powerful books, there is only the sixteen angles.
There is only sixteen, how we say that? Only the sixteen chapters is a
high level. Is only sixteen doors to reach the God to become a God in
the universe. I told only the thirteenth one, Asta Siddhi. To my
students, just I explained the thirteenth one, Asta Siddhi, only one
that.
Monika L: You did?
Swami: Asta Siddhis.
Monika L: Is that considered in the Gagana Rayka?
Swami: Yeah, Asta Siddhis, eight hands of the Mother Divine. Only
I explained the Asta Siddhi, then these are all… I'm also in the
process with the Pranic Tantra Vidya, the second one. When he's, the
Jesus is in India, he took the help from the three women - woman's
name is Annupamayogini, Prasodanayogini…
Monika L: Can you say the first name again?
Swami: Annupamayogini, Prasodanayogini, Ambikayogini - they the
three ladies helped him according to the Indians’ people thinking
when he is in India and we can see in the palm leaves… also there,
about their three names. The Jesus know before, all his life what he's
going happens in his life. You understood what I'm saying?
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Monika L: When did he know that?
Swami: When he's in India.
Monika L: That's when he found out about his mission?
Swami: His astrology. He found through the three people his
astrology - totally clearly - what happens in his life. Even though he
is learning all these are, all techniques in his life, there is a big
tradition in India, Vedic powers. Who learned these, are all powers they can't live naturally on the Earth. Who learned from A to Z
powers in their lives, the cosmic doesn't make to them to live as a
human body on Earth. They sucks unbelievable negativity energy in
their heart. The soul can't stay in their hearts strongly, the different,
any reason it makes to going out. When even when he's learning
these, are all powers, he knew what happens to him but he doesn't
care. But he's very happy to sacrifice his life to the whole, to his
students - then he learn all the powers.
Monika L: They told him beforehand that would happen?
Swami: It happens. Like a Ramakrishna Paramahamsa, the Bhairavi
Mata what she explained. When the Ramakrisna Paramahamsa
practicing all type of the techniques - eight powers - the Bhairavi
Mata told, definitely you are receiving unbelievable negativity. You
will die with the horrible situation, body condition that's why
Ramakrishna Paramahamsa died with a huge cancer in his back, with
everyday with the, what we say that - squeezing, painful like a
horrible pain. But even though he got the, received many, many,
powers, everyday he's talking to Mother Divine, but himself, he can't
help. There is a big law in the universe, a healer can't protect himself,
a healer must need another healer. Like a Jesus, he learned the totally
powers from A to Z - that's why even though the people is making to
cross, what we call that, crucify.
Monika L and Philip: Yes, crucify.
Swami: Crucifying on the cross, he's very happy - nobody can't help
him on the moment, he can't use himself the powers. That's a big
condition, before learning all these type of powers - he can't use all
this powers himself.
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Philip: You mean on himself.
Swami: …on himself. When he's carrying the cross in the streets
with, what we call?
Monika L: Thorns.
Swami: He can turns like a thorns like a flowers.
Monika L: For someone else?
Swami: (snaps his fingers) When they are beating with, what they
call that?
Monika L: Whip.
Swami: He can turns like a beautiful garland - is it true?
Monika L: Yeah, but not for himself.
Swami: Himself, he's a man of the love. The Indian tradition says,
“Jesus is equal to love - love is equal to Jesus.” So, these sixteen type
of powers he learned in India, whole he traveled whole India from
the top to the down. Especially he stayed long time in Mysore, in
Karnataka state on the hill, Chaumundeshwari Hill. He meditated
there, then he got the darshan of the Mother Divine there, in his first
enlightenment - happened in India.
Monika L: Was it there?
Swami: Yeah. That's the first enlightenment.
Monika L:
happened?

How many years was he doing sadana before it

Swami: I'm not sure but my vision more than nine years, more than
nine years. He always, he uses the Pranic Tantra, the second one.
Pranic Tantra, his body can manifested the same time, same minute,
same day in a many places. In that, he's a master on that. That he
learned in India unbelievably. The Pranic Tantra Vidya, it belongs to
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the Parakaya Pravesh Vidya. The Adi Shankara in India… you
writing that, it's important point? He's also master on the Parakaya
Pravesha. The Parakaya Prevesha Vidya means, I want to give a
small introduction on that and I'm going to talk about Pranic Tantra
Vidya about small introduction. The Parakaya Pravesha means, he
can go in the dead bodies to make it alive. He can pick up any soul
and he can send any soul in any body - dead body - or himself, he can
go in the dead bodies. What I did in the Japan, when it is? When I
went?
Monika L: January.
Swami: End of the January, I did there.
cassette and proofs there.

There's a lot of video

Monika L: You went into another body?
Swami: Uh-huh. It's a animal, what we call that - sheep?
Monika L: Sheep.
Swami: Sheep, like a lamb.
Philip: Was it a dead lamb?
Swami: Dead lamb, so Parakaya Pravesha it's called Parakaya
Pravesh Vidya. According to this Parakaya Pravesh Vidya, he uses
all his power on, his protecting his students in the world. When the
any person needs help in their lives he goes to any persons even
though one person is living there, is alive - he can join his soul to that
body that person’s soul. It only comes through the Pranic Tantra
Vidya. Otherwise, generally, as a natural saints who learn the
Parakaya Pravesha, if the any body's alive, they can't go again inside
there.
Monika L: If the body is alive?
Swami: Alive. Suppose Philip is alive, my soul can't go again in his
soul to join. The Jesus can do… only one person in the universe, he
can join with any soul immediately.
Monika L: Alive or dead?
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Swami: Alive or dead, then he can help all his students in his life.
Philip: You have that power too.
Swami: My energy, with my energy, that's different. I'm in the
process - Pranic. I'm in the sixty percent right now, in the June I'll be
complete - I totally these all sixteen.
Philip: You do all sixteen?
Swami: Um-hum. I'm in the last one, Pranic. After sixteen done - no
permission - it's a big law - no permission to stay on the Earth.
Philip: That's why you have to take Jivan Samadhi?
Swami: Uh-huh, and many saints also working on me to stop,
especially your friend.....who?
Philip: Vishva Yogi, our friend.
Swami: Good. He's your best friend, he's my, one of beautiful
enemy in my life. Not that meaning, beautiful enemy means - in a
spiritual he's always, if I go north he goes to south, so…
Philip: That chapter is closed right?
Swami: I hope so, I hope so… I want to only in my life to success
both of guys to make it successful, to spread my messages in the
world in the truth process, in the right way to help the universe. So,
these are all systems of the powers.
Philip: Will you tell us what the individual ones are later at some
point?
Swami: Yeah, right now?
Philip: Sure.
Monika L: Well, whenever you like is fine.
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Swami: To me, just in my mind, I have little one by one, one by
one…
Monika L: That's fine.
Philip: Ok, whenever you want.
Swami: So, through these two techniques, Pranic and Parakaya, is
helping right now in the universe - unbelievably. After 2000 the
Jesus energy, what we say, consciousness?
Monika L: Yeah.
Swami: Jesus consciousness is working very, very, beautifully,
unbelievable powerfully, he's coming on the planet. That's, I can say
hundred percent true.
Philip: That's after 2000?
Swami: From the 2000, he's coming for, to the giving the judgment to
the universe and he's coming to help and to protect to the whole
universe and he's coming to give the enlightenment to all his
students who was praying to him. In this book I'm going to tell some
techniques how to receive, how to call the Jesus through the Pranic
and through the Parakaya prayers. Who does the Pranic and the
Parakaya, the techniques they can see the Jesus directly, they can feel
the Jesus energy in their heart forever and ever until to their last
breath. The Jesus always he walks with them - he sleeps with them he eats with them - he runs with them - he always follows with them
who practice the prayers of this Pranic and Parakaya, the same
process of the Jesus. Like a Jesus is a huge magnet with… after learn
these two techniques. If we practice some little bit of one or two
percent these Pranic and Parakaya techniques, the, we can turn our
soul like a beautiful magnet to go to reach to the Jesus’ thought. Is it
make you sense Madam?
Monika L: Yeah, I'm very happy.
Philip: It's one of the most beautiful things I've ever heard in my life.
Swami: What?
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Philip: These are some of the most beautiful messages…
Swami: No, in the universe, in the Indian tradition, if you search any
Vedas, if you see any powerful books in the Vedas, Athrunava Veda, it
totally tells there is a four Vedas the Athurna Veda, the fourth one, it
tells completely one A to Z powers. Here also it tells which one it is,
third one Veda Tatwa, after learn Veda Tatwa means, he knows
whole Vedas.
Monika L: It wasn't through studying, it was through....
Swami: He received, he received, totally he received the... (Swami's
phone rings) Excuse me. So, we can find especially, we can find
especially the greatest, greatness in the Jesus, it is only Jiva Prana
Daksha Vidya - it is the fourteenth one. Jiva Prana Daksha VIdya
means, when he's receiving any type of energy from the cosmic, from
the supernatural creation - there is a big commitment to his soul and
to the supernatural cosmic, without his notice, if anybody want to
help - his soul must be go and to protect them. If they uses any type
of the techniques in the sixteen techniniques, there's a big
commitment from the Jesus, he must go and help them. He means,
without his notice, his soul energy must go and protect them. So,
after later I will talk about all the sixteen techniques and how they
uses, how we call the Jesus, how many powers as a natural person
can learn. Every person can turn in their lives like a Jesus, especially
in this century - why you laughing?
Philip: Nothing.
Swami: Tell.
Philip: Beautiful.
Monika L: He liked that.
Swami: The God is not so great, why can't you not great?
Everybody's the great - you understood what I'm saying?
Philip: But you're giving the tools for everybody to experience the
greatness.
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Swami: Tools means?
Monika L: Techniques.
Swami: Techniques, yeah… God is everywhere, he's living in you,
he's living in me - God is everywhere so just rising up the sixteen
techniques in our soul. Who practice just a minimum of the sixteen
practices, at least three, four, they can reach higher level even in this
century.
Philip: How long will it take the students to get results?
Swami: It depends on their hard work and it depends on their faith,
it depends on their doing in the right process.
Philip: You have to turn that over I think, it just stopped (fixing the
recording equipment.)
Swami: It's already done?
Monika L: Yeah, so depending on your hard work – faith.
Swami: Your hard work and faith and completely to surrender to the
service for, into the hard work in the universe and to just to open
their heart for to the God, it's very, very, important in their life to
reach to the God. Actually when the Jesus came on Earth it's God
sent him intentionally on the Earth as a messenger of the God, he
born on Earth for the only the purpose, to help the universe. He's the
first person in the universe, the messenger of the God.
Monika L: He's the first?
Swami: First person as a powerful person, unbelievable powerful
person.
Philip: What about the other incarnations Krishna and all the others,
more powerful?
Swami: They are like just, Vedic tradition it says, Karma - you know
Karma? They went all through this when the Rama was born as a
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human body on this planet, he learned all this through as a Krishna,
he born as a human form in the Dwarpara Yuga, he went all this,
through these techniques. They went all this, through techniques at
one point, they left their body in the middle like a Jesus, but they
didn't give any message to the world, this is this, this is this - you
understood what I's saying?
Monika L: What about Krishna in the Bhagavadgita?
Swami: He says in the Bhagavadgita, do whatever you want, in one
many, do whatever you want, don't depend upon the results in your
life. So everything and the next sentence he's saying, “Everything is I
am doing through you, everything is I'm doing through you, it
doesn't matter what you're doing - just you do it. I'm making you to
do it. Just you are a doll in my hand - you do it,” that's he say. But
in his direct saying, you do these, are all techniques, he never say
anywhere, “You go this process, you go this process, you go this
process. I will help you totally - like that.” You understood?
So, I found in my life after practicing, after researching many, many,
things, every person must need practice, hard work to reach any
point. Without having any practice - impossible to reach. There is a
rice, if you want to make the food, you must create the fire, you must
make the fire and you must clean the rice and you pour and you
make it first of all, even when you want to raise up some
consciousness, the master can help to you to the show the way. Any
person, any saint…there is only chance twenty, fifteen percent they
can help you to grow up, not for up to end. No person have no,
completely powers to help them, to give this all the sixteen
techniques right away.
Monika L: No person.
Philip: Jesus have this happen? Not even Jesus?
Swami: No, everybody must go the practice - hard work - who came
as a human body on the Earth, they must practice and they must
reach.
Philip: What do you mean that Jesus is going to give judgment?
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Swami: Judgment means, to making their lives to reborn, to
forgiving - forgiving nature.
Philip: So what if someone is a sinner now, what will Jesus do for
them?
Swami: What?
Philip: In terms of judgement, say someone is living a very bad life.
Swami: If they totally surrender to Jesus, to his love and to his grace,
if they asked him, he's forgiving. In the universe, he's the only one
topest person, a forgiving master. Whatever you did, if you
completely surrender, if you say apology with your whole heartfully,
complete with faith, No, no, totally Jesus, I did a wrong, please
forgive me,” then he can wash all the mistakes right away. That's
why Jesus became one of persons, he became very great successful. It
means forgiving means, taking all the Karmas from them.
Monika L: He's taking all the karmas?
Swami: He's taking all the Karmas from them. From his soul there is
energy drops forever and ever until to this whole creation ends. It's
flowing from his soul, the energy drops to heal whole his students in
the world. The coming from the energy drops in the soul is one of
the techniques here, Pranikidatta Vidya - just open his heart to the
students
Monika L: He sends his energy drops?
Swami: Energy drops to the students. Can you stop little while?
End of Talk
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